Overuse Injuries and Burnout in Youth Sports

New Evidence-Based Recommendations from American Medical Society for Sports Medicine

Participation in youth sports can be an enjoyable experience and offers many benefits such as increased self-esteem, peer socialization and general fitness. However, the growing emphasis on competitive success has led to increased pressure to begin high-intensity training at young ages. Consequently, overuse injuries and burnout have become common.

In response, the American Medical Society for Sports Medicine has released evidence-based recommendations on Overuse Injuries and Burnout in Youth Sports (1). Read on to find out what sports medicine physicians recommend to help young athletes participate more safely and enjoy the many benefits of youth sports.

Competition
An excessive focus on early intensive training and competition at young ages - rather than skill development - can lead to overuse injury and burnout.

More Common Than You Think
Some overuse injuries may not initially cause a young athlete to miss practices or games. And since most injury definitions focus on time lost from sport, overuse injuries are under-represented in injury reports and publications.

60 million
44 million
Number of children aged 6-18 years who participate in some form of athletics and those in more than one sport, respectively (2).

SPORT DIVERSIFICATION
Early sport specialization is not a guarantee for long-term success in sports and may increase risk for overuse injury and burnout. Sport diversification at young ages is encouraged.
THE ISSUES

Overuse Injuries
A result of repetitive activity without needed rest.

Burnout
A result of chronic stress that causes a young athlete to withdraw from participating in a sport that was previously enjoyable.

Long-Term Consequences
Both issues can result in long recovery periods. Some overuse injuries may cause long-term health consequences that can be more serious than you think.

RISK & PREVENTION

A history of prior injury is an established risk for overuse injuries.

Adolescent female athletes who have irregular menstrual cycles are predisposed to bone-stress injuries.

Carefully monitor athletic activity during a child’s growth spurt, when injury risk seems to be greater.

Limits on sports-specific repetitive movements (e.g. pitch counts) and scheduled rest periods are recommended.
WHO CAN HELP?

Athletes
If you are injured or think you may be reaching burnout, tell a parent, coach or physician. Limit weekly and yearly participation time.

Physicians
Be familiar with specific high-risk injuries, such as stress fractures of the femoral neck, tarsal navicular, anterior tibial cortex and physis, and effort thrombosis.

Coaches
Pre-season conditioning programs can reduce injury rates in young athletes.

Parents
Avoid overscheduling. Too many practices and competitive events can lead to injury and loss of interest in sport.

How can a sports medicine physician help?
A sports medicine physician has specialized training in both the treatment and prevention of illness and injury. Sports medicine physicians provide comprehensive care for athletes and other active individuals. They also serve as excellent resources for individuals who wish to become more active or begin exercise programs. To find a sports medicine physician in your area, visit www.amssm.org.
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The American Medical Society for Sports Medicine (AMSSM) is a multi-disciplinary organization of sports medicine physicians whose members are dedicated to education, research, advocacy and the care of athletes of all ages. AMSSM members serve as team physicians at the youth level, NCAA, NFL, MLB, NBA, WNBA, MLS and NHL, as well as with US Olympic teams. Founded in 1991, the AMSSM comprises more than 2,500 sports medicine physicians whose goal is to provide a link between the rapidly expanding core of knowledge related to sports medicine and its application to patients in a clinical setting.
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Game Watcher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US NATIONAL TEAMS</th>
<th>ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE</th>
<th>LA LIGA</th>
<th>MLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 31, 9:00PM</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 3:00PM</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2:00PM</td>
<td>Jan 16, 11:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USWNT v Canada</td>
<td>Liverpool v Everton</td>
<td>Ath. Madrid v Barca</td>
<td>MLS SuperDraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 1, 5:00PM</td>
<td>Jan. 29, 2:45PM</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 10:00AM</td>
<td>NSCAA Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ESPN2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available on EPYSA.org

Intramural Curriculum
Wrapping up the 2013 Centennial Celebration, Jurgen Klinsmann reflects on his role as head coach of the U.S. Soccer Men’s National Team and his expanded responsibilities after being named Technical Director. Klinsmann describes the challenges he faced when he first started, the qualities it takes to be successful at the highest level, and explains the importance of education for all coaches.

When you started as head coach for the U.S. Men’s National Team, what were the challenges you faced and how did you approach them?

“When I had the honor in 2011 to become head coach of the senior team here, it was a new environment, and every new environment for a coach means new challenges. You have to build a new staff of people and you have to get familiar with your environment, meaning who you play against and under what conditions. I had to get familiar with CONCACAF. CONCACAF was a big challenge for me knowledge-wise, climate-wise, and culturally, meaning understanding the opponents and understanding what their motivations are to beat the U.S. team. Like every coach that comes in to a new role, I had to get my hands around the team. You look deeper into the pool, you look deeper into the talent that is there, and then you start to develop a plan.”

You have been very successful so far during your time with the Men’s National Team, winning the Gold Cup this year, qualifying for the 2014 FIFA World Cup, and leading the team to the longest winning streak in U.S. MNT history. To what do you attribute this success?

“Well, I think for every coach, it’s really important to build a strong chemistry within the team obviously, but also within the staff and the people you work with. I think we were able to build a really good feel for each other. We were able to build a chemistry that is more about givers than takers and we created a real focus on the willingness to improve day by day. It took a while though until the players got the sense for how we wanted to work. In the beginning when you come on board, there will always be a lot of question marks from players, but also from staff, or the Federation, and everyone involved, so you have to start to convince them about what you’re doing. It’s a lot of communication, and I think once people understand what your intentions are, the chemistry clicks. The respect for each other always has to be there and that’s what the players and the staff realized. The foundation for success is if everybody believes in what you’re doing. Then slowly you move in the right direction.”

Would you like to see a consistent style of play throughout the National Teams from the senior team on down? If so, describe what that is.

“Yes, we would love to see a consistent style of play over time that is defined by being more proactive and more possession oriented. We want more confident players that have the technical abilities to play out of the back and to play out of difficult situations and really take the game to the opponent. We would like to improve the way we play against bigger nations by facing them eye to eye and having a 50/50 share of possession. We want to signal to them that we are here to play; we’re not just sitting back and hoping for a counter break. If that is the case here and there because we play Spain or Brazil then so be it, but over time we would like to see progress that all of our teams are really taking things in their own hands. That’s a lot of work obviously, and it also requires special talent. The key to all of this is the work that we do on the grass roots level through our Academies to develop our own players. To transition to a style of play that is more proactive and more dominant is a long term project.”

You’ve been a coach at the highest level in soccer; you’ve also been exposed to coaches at the highest level in other sports, Pete Carroll, Phil Jackson and others. In your opinion, what are the qualities that make a successful coach at the highest level?

“I have had the opportunity to meet other big coaches from other big sports and in soccer. I was very privileged to work with Cesar Menotti, Giovanni Trapattoni, Franz Beckenbauer, and many others; people that have been in the game 30 or 40 years. I’m looking at their style of communication. How do they communicate with their players, with their environment? How do they handle certain elements in the professional world, meaning the media, the commercial side of it, the politics behind the scene? How do they build those bridges? What is their leadership like? You look at Phil Jackson or Pete Carroll and you sense the energy that they give to their environment, not only to their players but also the people around them. You get the sense that at the end of the day they must be successful because their energy is contagious. I admire Phil Jackson for how calm he is. I watched him on the side line at games years ago. Once he had his moment to talk to the players, he is decisive, he’s sharp, and he brings his points across. You can learn something from every coach, if it’s in youth development or in the professional world. At the end of the day though, you have to define your own way of doing it and hopefully it’s the right one. You always have to question yourself and have the people around you do so as well and hopefully they give you an honest judgment.”
Jurgen Klinsmann, Men’s National Team Coach

U.S. Soccer recently hired Tab Ramos as the Youth Technical Director. How do you see Tab’s role and also his connection to the senior National Team?

“The responsibility we gave Tab Ramos now as Youth Technical Director is really important because he’s the connector to all topics in the youth sector. He’s the connector to our youth coaches, Javier Perez with the U18s, Richie Williams with the U17s, Hugo Perez with the U15s, and Tony Lepore with the U14s. It’s important that he becomes like a think tank of topics where we need improvement. We need to get more messages out there. He’s becoming a very important messenger of many different things that we need to get out to the players, to the parents, to the coaches. Hopefully we can intensify this relationship and use it in a very productive way. I think today we have more possibilities than ever with social media, email, and the internet available to get those important messages out there to the base because the base, at the end of the day, will produce your next generation of good players.”

Dave Chesler is the Director of Coaching Development, and someone you’ve also worked with the last two years. How important is that relationship and the continuing education for coaches?

“I think the topic of Coaching Education unfortunately is often not recognized enough. Dave Chesler and his team of instructors are really building the foundation for the future of knowledge in our coaching education. That foundation will benefit everyone involved in the game based on the knowledge they spread to coaches in the licensing courses. His role is priceless. It’s so important and it’s something that we have to build on more and more. We have to have regular get-togethers with Dave and his team in order to always question if we are giving out the right information to coaches. What is the best way to communicate with kids? What are the main issues coaches have to think about? What additional information can we give coaches to pass on to the kids, to the parents, and to other coaches? This is really crucial. I think that over time, and I’m talking over 10-12 years, this can make a huge difference in developing talent. Therefore, coaching education is one of our highest priorities going forward.”

In your opinion, how important is it for coaches, particularly at the youth level, to obtain their coaching license?

“I think it’s the highest priority for every coach to get his licenses upgraded, one step at a time but as quickly as possible, because it’s the highest sign of credibility. If you do not have your coaching license you do not have credibility. If parents send their boy or their girl to school, and the teacher doesn’t have the highest teaching license, they would question the school. They would probably change schools and take action right away. It’s the same with soccer. You don’t want your kid being coached by a coach that doesn’t have the highest credibility and doesn’t have the knowledge because he never went to those licensing courses and got his degree. We want to upgrade that as soon as possible. We want to send out a timeline for every coach involved in our programs to get his or her license to the highest level because then you have the knowledge and the capability to educate our players at the highest level. It’s also important because information flow changes. Today’s information is different than a license course held ten years ago. It’s a completely different ball game today than ten years ago. It’s a global game. We have to know what they do in Germany and Spain and Brazil in youth development. I want to encourage every coach to sign up for a licensing course for your next level. This is something that we badly need and if we don’t do it, we don’t have credibility. Therefore please coaches, get started.”

You just signed a contract extension, four more years as the head coach of the National Team and in the role of Technical Director. From a coaching perspective, why is it so valuable that you have this established for the next four years?

“I think it’s very valuable because it’s similar to coaches getting the next license done: it’s about credibility. It also offers the possibility to connect all the pieces in player development. It’s easier for me to talk to all the coaches out there, and my own coaches as well, if they know I care about those topics. The first two years of my work were very focused on the senior National Team because we needed to get the Gold Cup done, we needed to get World Cup qualifying done, and we needed to get our hands around the group. That was a lot of work. It always has the highest priority, especially now going to Brazil, but we also want to connect the dots. We want to speak to a lot of people outside there, whether it’s MLS, college soccer, our youth teams, or Coaching Education. When you do work outside of your senior National Team role, it definitely helps you in terms of credibility to have the title of Technical Director.”
Join Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer at the 2014 NSCAA Convention and US Youth Soccer Workshop at the Philadelphia Convention Center January 15-19! Soccer's Biggest Party brings together coaches, players, administrators, business leaders, referees and fans from all over the world. Come and be a part of the fast growing soccer community!

If you aren’t a member of the NSCAA yet, don’t worry you can receive a $30 discount if you register for the Eastern Pennsylvania Coaches Association first! Over 200 Eastern Pennsylvania coaches have already cashed in on this incredible offer. Visit EPYSA.org for registration details.

Don’t forget to stop by the Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer booth in the Exhibit Hall to say hi this January!
**Role of the Center Mid-Fielder (10-12 Years)**

Mike Barr, Director of Coaching, Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer

---

**TECHNICAL WARM-UP**

5V2 15x20yd Grid Possession – Four attacking players on the outside of the grid in a diamond. Replicating two flank players and a player providing depth and forward support. Center player assuming role of central mid-fielder playing against two defenders inside the grid. Central mid(5,11),(992,994)(3,4),(992,991)-fielder limited to two touches. Outside field players limited to three touches. Variation – Play must go through center mid-fielder every three passes.

Coaching points – Center mid-fielder finding seams between defenders, making the correct choice in possessing or moving ball forward, timing of supporting run of the center mid-fielder.

---

**SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY**

4V4 Plus One 25X30yd Grid to Targets - Neutral center mid-field player in neutral color. Teams play to a target player on end lines, who immediately plays ball quickly to the previous defending team when receiving the ball. Restriction in moving ball to target players on either end is the center mid-fielder must be played the ball. No defenders on the center midfielder who must play one or two touch.

Coaching points – Positioning of four players supporting the center mid and examining the touch, decisions, positioning and movement of center mid-fielder.

---

**EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY**

5V5 with keepers one player in center mid-field position for each team 30X40yd grid with goals (Play 2-1-2 with roles of center mid-fielders same as previous exercise but now have the opposing team mid-fielder matched up defensively against each other) Look for quick counters off shots or change of possession and continue to play through the center mid-fielders.

Coaching Points – Creating scoring chances by playing through the middle, movement of center mid in supporting play and getting to goal.

---

**GAME**

7 v 7
Formation GK - 3 - 2 - 2
Laws of the game enforced.
Half Field.
FIFA - The 11+
Example of the Complete Warm-Up Program

The complete FIFA “The 11+” cards are available on EPYSA.org